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he invention of the wheel

introduced the concept of having

a part rotate relative to another

part. However, it took thousands

of additional years for mankind to

figure out how to channel a liquid

from the fixed part to and through

the rotating part. The advent of

accurate machining and seals like

the o-ring made possible wide-

spread availability of swivels (also

called rotating unions).

These helpful devices are wide-

ly used in the pressure washer

and high pressure industries,

where they play multiple roles.

Here are the most common types

of swivels:

Swivel connectors—Often referred

to as “JIC fittings,” these allow a

hose or part to be connected to a

threaded port without turning

the hose. Some manufacturers

make extensive use of them in

pressure washer waster systems.

Once tightened, the fittings no

longer swivel.

Swivels
Forms and Functions
by Gary Weidner

T

Hose reel swivels. Photo
courtesy of Rapid Reel.
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Hose-end swivels—Pressure wash-

er discharge hoses are commonly

equipped with a swivel fitting at 

one end. The purpose of this fitting

is to allow the hose-end fitting to 

be threaded into, for example, a

trigger gun without having to 

twist the hose or the gun. Mark

Consroe of hose supplier JGB

Enterprises emphasizes, “These

swivels are for assembly only; 

they aren’t intended to swivel 

under pressure.”

Low rpm swivels—These can be

described as swivels intended to be

rotated by hand. Examples are hose

reel swivels, hose swivels, and gun-

to-wand swivels.

High rpm swivels—These are

intended to rotate at high speed

and find application in rotary sur-

face cleaners and high pressure

rotating nozzles. (By “high pressure,”

we mean 10,000 psi or more.)

This article discusses low rpm

and high rpm swivels.

Low RPM Swivels

Swivels such as shown in Figure

1a and 1b make pressure washer

hose reels a practical reality. “The

pressure washer industry has very

unique application issues that aren’t

found anywhere else. The combined

elements of pressure, heat, and cor-

rosive chemicals create one of the

most demanding

applications for a

rotary union,” com-

ments Craig Eley of

swivel manufac-

turer Rapid Reel.

Hose reel swivels

may be made of

brass, nickel plated

steel, or stainless

steel. “Other factors

are the choice of

stainless steel alloy

and what heat treat-

ing is done,” says Julie Henniges of

swivel manufacturer SuperSwivels.

Eley recommends brass or stain-

less steel construction for chemical

and corrosion resistance, with brass

limited to more modest pressures

than the stainless. Internal design 

features vary considerably. Any

good-quality swivel incorporates

bearings, but the number of bearing

sets varies. Henniges emphasizes

that bearing design affects a swiv-

el’s ability to handle side-loads.

Seals are another area of variability,

with o-rings, o-rings plus backup

rings, or sealing bushings used by

various swivel manufacturers.

Where does all this leave the

prospective buyer of a swivel? It

seems the best bet is to revert to

the old gambit of looking for a

model that has a proven record of

reliability in the desired applica-

tion. One thing to check for is

whether the candidate swivel is

intended to be rotated while under

full rated pressure, if that’s impor-

tant to you. Some swivels come

with a recommendation that pressure

be relieved before rotating.

David Bradford of Shamrock

Pipe Tools, a manufacturer of swivels

for large reels, advises that it’s a

good idea to watch for leaks and to

rebuild a swivel as soon as it starts

to leak. He also points out that if a

swivel is equipped with a grease

fitting, it should be lubed regularly

as recommended.

Figure 2 shows a type of swivel

that is probably not employed as

commonly as it should be. It allows

a trigger gun to twist with respect to

the hose. Another version allows

the wand to rotate with respect to the

Figure 1b

Hose reel swivel. Photo courtesy of SuperSwivels.
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gun. For maximum swivel life, Ilona

Weichmann of swivel manufactur-

er Mosmatic recommends installing

a short whip hose between the swiv-

el and the gun as shown in Figure 3.

High RPM Swivels

Rotary surface cleaners have pro-

liferated in the pressure washer

industry over the last decade or so,

and a high rpm swivel is the heart

of a rotary surface cleaner. Early

swivels tended to have reliability

problems, but with experience gained

over time, swivel manufacturers

have refined their designs to improve

durability, cost, and user-friendliness.

When asked for buying tips,

Bruno Tassone of surface cleaner

manufacturer HydraMotion Cleaning

Systems says, “It’s important to ver-

ify that the pressure, flow, and tem-

perature ratings of the swivel cover

the output range of the pressure

washer(s) with which it will be

used.” Tassone explains that the

buyer must make the classic choice

between versions that have the low-

est up-front cost, but must be thrown

away when they fail, and versions

that cost more up-front but can be

repaired. He points to swivel war-

ranty as an indicator of quality, indi-

cating that warranties range from

extremely short up to two years.

According to Weichmann, buy-

ers should be sure to check whether

the swivel is equipped with a grease

fitting. She says that some are and

some are not, and those having fit-

tings must be greased frequently,

commonly after each use. She ex-

plains, “The designs of bearings 

and seals are two key aspects of a

swivel. The number and placement

of bearings affects how well the 

rotating shaft is supported. Tough

seals make for long life, with ceram-

ic and carbide materials the best

contenders.” She also offers the com-

ment that perhaps the worst enemy

of swivels is accidentally going over

a curb with the surface cleaner.

In the high pressure realm, 

swivels tend to be of repairable 

construction. “The questions for

buyers to ask are ‘How easy is it to

repair?’ and ‘How costly is it to

repair?’” says Mark House of swiv-

el manufacturer StoneAge. He ex-

plains that unlike pressure washer

applications, high pressure swivels

used in applications such as sur-

face cleaners or pipe cleaners are

often rotated by an external driving

device such as an air motor or elec-

tric motor. A pipe cleaning swivel

head is shown in Figure 4.

If the swivel is rotated via action

of the water jets, a viscous fluid

governor, centrifugal governor, or

similar device may be used to con-

trol the rpm. In many high pres-

sure applications, the rpm must be

known and controlled in order to

assure complete coverage of the

surface and also to provide the

desired jet dwell time at any given

location on the surface.

Terry Gromes of swivel manu-

facturer Terydon advises buyers to

examine ratings for maximum flow,

pressure drop through the swivel,

maximum rpm, and typical seal life

at the desired rpm, as well as all-

around ruggedness. For maximum

swivel life, he cautions, “Replace

the seals as soon as a swivel begins

to weep. Seal kits are usually in-

expensive, and if a leaking seal is 

not replaced, eventually it will fail

completely, and the bearings will

be damaged.”

The Bottom Line

Except in the case of hose and

wand swivels or replacements, no

one buys a swivel all by itself. The

swivel is usually part of a larger

product, and so this article has

endeavored to provide some in-

sights to help when “kicking the

tires” on a new piece of equipment

that incorporates a swivel. CT

Figure 2

A gun swivel. Photo courtesy of Mosmatic.

Figure 3

Installing a short whip hose between swivel
and gun can dramatically increase swivel
life. Photo courtesy of Blue Ridge Pressure
Washing.

A high pressure swivel and nozzle assembly
for pipe cleaning. Photo courtesy of
StoneAge.

Figure 4


